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Name: ___________________________ Date: __________________ 

Natural Vegetation and Wild Life 

Q1. State True (T) or False (F). 

i. Thorny shrubs and scrubs grow in the dry region. _______ 

ii. The changes in the type of natural vegetation occur mainly because of the 

changes of climatic condition. _______ 

iii. Rose wood, ebony, mahogany are common trees of tropical deciduous 

forests. _______ 

iv. The temperate evergreen forests are located in the mid latitudinal coastal 

region. _______ 

Q2. Fill in the blanks. 

i. Mosses and Lichens are found in ____________________. 

ii. Thorny bushes are found in _________ and ______ desertic climate. 

iii. Steppe grassland is found in ______________. 

iv. Cedar is a ___________ tree. 

v. Campos is __________________ of Brazil. 

vi. Prairie is ____________ grassland. 

vii. Grass in temperate grasslands is __________and _____________. 

Q3. Name one common animal found in tropical evergreen forest? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________ 

Q4. What does taiga mean in Russian language? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________ 

Q5. In which climatic conditions are citrus fruits cultivated? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________ 

Q6. Why tropical deciduous trees shed their leaves in the dry season? 

Ans. ____________________________________________________________ 
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Natural Vegetation and Wild Life 
 

Q1. State True (T) or False (F). 

i. Thorny shrubs and scrubs grow in the dry region. True 

ii. The changes in the type of natural vegetation occur mainly because of the 

changes of climatic condition. True 

iii. Rose wood, ebony, mahogany are common trees of tropical deciduous 

forests. False 

iv. The temperate evergreen forests are located in the mid latitudinal coastal 

region. True 

Q2. Fill in the blanks. 

i. Mosses and Lichens are found in tundra vegetation. 

ii. Thorny bushes are found in hot and dry desertic climate. 

iii. Steppe grassland is found in Central Asia. 

iv. Cedar is a softwood tree. 

v. Campos is tropical grassland of Brazil. 

vi. Prairie is temperate grassland. 

vii. Grass in temperate grasslands is short and nutritious. 

Q3. Name one common animal found in tropical evergreen forest? 

Ans. Monkey 

Q4. What does taiga mean in Russian language? 

Ans. Taiga means pure or untouched in the Russian language. 

Q5. In which climatic conditions are citrus fruits cultivated? 

Ans. Citrus fruits are cultivated in hot dry summers and mild rainy winters. 

Q6. Why tropical deciduous trees shed their leaves in the dry season? 

Ans. Trees shed their leaves in the dry season to conserve water. 

 


